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Abstract

Many indices have been defined to estimate the intensity of a heatwave. However, these indices are often used indiscriminately,

without sufficient consideration of their possible different results and of the challenges that this poses to a proper characterization

and comparison of events.

This study, by comparing four different indices applied to reanalyses data, shows that the choice of heatwave intensity metrics

has important effects on the detection of the most intense events for the period 1950-2021, with indices based on cumulative

values of a target variable that must be preferred over the ones relying on temporal averages. Under these considerations, one

of the given indices is additionally selected for the study of heatwaves of the period 1950-2021, showing that heatwaves that

were unlikely before 1986 have become up to ten times more usual and up to three times more intense during recent times.
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Abstract13

Many indices have been defined to estimate the intensity of a heatwave. However, these14

indices are often used indiscriminately, without sufficient consideration of their possible15

different results and of the challenges that this poses to a proper characterization and16

comparison of events. This study, by comparing four different indices applied to reanal-17

yses data, shows that the choice of heatwave intensity metrics has important effects on18

the detection of the most intense events for the period 1950-2021, with indices based on19

cumulative values of a target variable that must be preferred over the ones relying on20

temporal averages. Under these considerations, one of the given indices is additionally21

selected for the study of heatwaves of the period 1950-2021, showing that heatwaves that22

were unlikely before 1986 have become up to ten times more usual and up to three times23

more intense during recent times.24

Plain Language Summary25

This work sets the basis for a more consistent and unified use of metrics for the as-26

sessment of heatwave intensity. Following the evidence of previous studies, here we con-27

firm that the way heatwave intensity is calculated might lead to completely different out-28

comes, such as in the case of the most intense events occurring globally over the period29

1950-2021: indices of heatwaves magnitude have to be based on cumulative values of the30

anomalies of a target variable rather than on temporal averages. Additionally, consid-31

ering a metric based on cumulative values of standardized anomalies of daily maximum32

temperatures, the trends of very extreme heatwaves over the period 1950-2021 show that33

for all of the considered regions, what was rarely recorded in the period 1950-1985 has34

become up to ten times more likely and up to three times more intense over the years35

1986-2021.36

1 Introduction37

Heatwaves are defined as extended periods of extreme warm temperature anoma-38

lies (Perkins & Alexander, 2013; Perkins-Kirkpatrick & Lewis, 2020). They are consid-39

ered to be one of the most harmful natural hazards, with serious implications for human40

health (Kovats & Kristie, 2006; Fischer & Schär, 2010; Williams et al., 2012; Cusack et41

al., 2011; López-Bueno et al., 2021), infrastructure (Forzieri et al., 2018; Maggiotto et42

al., 2021; Stone Jr et al., 2021), the economy (Garćıa-León et al., 2021) and natural ecosys-43

tems (Breshears et al., 2021).44

Heatwaves are normally assessed through measures of their intensity, frequency, du-45

ration and spatial extent (Perkins-Kirkpatrick & Lewis, 2020). There exists a plethora46

of different metrics for characterizing each of these features, often tailored to the spe-47

cific needs of a given study, depending on the sector and area of the application. This48

heterogeneity in the use of metrics does not always allow for a comprehensive understand-49

ing of how heatwaves differ over time as well as by region. For this reason, many stud-50

ies have called for a unified and consistent way of defining heatwaves (Russo & Sterl, 2011;51

Perkins & Alexander, 2013; Russo et al., 2015; Perkins-Kirkpatrick & Lewis, 2020).52

One parameter of particular importance for the characterization of heatwaves and53

their impact is the heatwave magnitude or intensity. This heatwave characteristic is rel-54

evant since it is directly linked to the severity of heatwave impacts on natural ecosys-55

tems (Iwasaki & Noda, 2018). To assess the magnitude of a heatwave, a wide range of56

indices has been proposed that can be classified into two groups: 1. considering metrics57

based on temporal averages of a target variable (Cowan et al., 2014; Holbrook et al., 2022;58

Schaeffer & Roughan, 2017; Yu et al., 2020; Cueto et al., 2010; Perkins et al., 2012); 2.59

relying on cumulative values of the anomalies of a given variable calculated over the du-60

ration of an event (Russo & Sterl, 2011; Russo et al., 2014, 2015, 2016). The intensity61
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of a heatwave for a specific location is related to the duration of the event (Russo et al.,62

2014). While metrics based on cumulative values consider both the magnitude and the63

duration of heatwaves jointly, averaging does not allow for a direct comparison of heat-64

waves of different length. However, metrics for the characterization of heatwave inten-65

sities based on cumulative or averaged values are often used indiscriminately. There is66

therefore a need to better assess the effects of the two approaches, highlighting possi-67

ble differences that might alter any conclusion relevant for the detection, prediction and68

understanding of heatwaves.69

In this study, the most intense heatwaves occurring over the period 1950-2021 are70

detected and characterized at a global scale by means of four different heatwave mag-71

nitude indices either based on cumulative or averaged values of temperature-based vari-72

ables. The main goal of this study is to identify possible inconsistencies between the two73

families of metrics and to set the basis for a more consistent and unified use of indices.74

All the presented analyses are conducted on the ERA5-Land reanalysis dataset (Muñoz-75

Sabater et al., 2021). Prior to the index calculation, ERA5-Land is evaluated against the76

Berkeley-Earth and JRA-55 datasets, to identify areas where it can be considered more77

reliable in terms of interannual variability of daily maximum temperatures. Then, the78

maximum heatwaves intensity and the year in which these events occur over the period79

from 1950 to 2021, according to ERA5-Land, are determined using the four considered80

indices, with the goal of highlighting different conclusions arising from the use of differ-81

ent approaches. Finally, in a last step, differences between the first and the second half82

of the considered study period in terms of occurrence and magnitude of very extreme83

heatwaves are investigated for one of the proposed metrics and specific regions.84

2 Methods85

2.1 Data86

The analyses presented in this study are based on daily maximum temperature for87

the period 1950-2021 from the ERA5-land reanalysis dataset on a regular grid at a spa-88

tial resolution of 0.25°longitude × 0.25°latitude.89

ERA5-Land provides hourly information of surface variables at a spatial resolution90

of ∼9km. The data is derived from a single simulation with the ECMWF Carbon Hydrology-91

Tiles scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land (CH-TESSEL) model, forced by mete-92

orological fields of the lowest atmospheric level of the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al.,93

2020), with an additional lapse-rate correction (Muñoz-Sabater et al., 2021). The model94

version employed for the production of ERA5-Land is very similar to the one used for95

ERA5, but with an updated parameterization of the soil thermal conductivity after Peters-96

Lidard et al. (1998), technical fixes improving the conservation of soil moisture balance97

and additional improvements for the calculation of potential evapotranspiration fluxes.98

These improvements do not lead to remarkable differences between ERA5-Land and ERA5,99

given the fact that they still share common and similar parameterizations of land pro-100

cesses (Muñoz-Sabater et al., 2021). The main added value of ERA5-Land over ERA5101

is attributable, according to Muñoz-Sabater et al. (2021), to the non-linear dynamical102

downscaling with corrected thermodynamic input, allowing for example to better dis-103

criminate between land and sea points over coastal areas.104

The reliability of ERA5-Land in terms of daily maximum temperatures is assessed105

here against two additional datasets: the gridded Berkeley-Earth observational dataset106

(Rohde et al., 2013) (BE hereafter) and the Japanese reanalysis dataset JRA-55 (Kobayashi107

et al., 2015). These datasets are chosen as they have a temporal coverage similar to ERA5-108

Land, with BE starting in 1950 and JRA-55 in 1958. Daily gridded values of maximum109

temperatures are available on a regular grid with a spatial resolution of 1°longitude ×110

1°latitude for BE and of 1.25°longitude × 1.25°latitude for JRA-55. For the comparison111
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against these two other datasets, ERA5-Land is first upscaled onto the respective coarser-112

resolution grids from each dataset, through conservative remapping.113

All the employed datasets cover the entire globe. However, in this study only the114

data between -80°to 80°N are considered. Additionally, it is important to note that for115

the comparison of ERA5-Land against JRA-55, daily maxima are obtained from 6-hourly116

instead of from 1-hourly data, corresponding to the JRA-55 temporal resolution.117

2.2 Heatwave Definition118

Heatwave events are defined here as at least 3 consecutive days with temperatures119

exceeding a given threshold. Similar to the definition used in Russo et al. (2015) and Perkins-120

Kirkpatrick and Lewis (2020), for a specific day d, here the threshold Tr90d is defined121

as the 90th percentile of daily maximum temperatures, in a sliding window of 30 days122

around the considered day of a year, over a 30-year reference period.123

We select the period from 1961 to 1990 as our reference period, as this period is124

often considered as a reference for long-term climate change assessments (Tavakol et al.,125

2020).126

2.3 Heatwave Magnitude Indices127

With the goal of identifying possible differences arising from the application of met-128

rics using cumulative or averaged values of temperature-based variables, four different129

ways of assessing heatwave intensity are considered here, two for each of the two given130

classes. The first one is based on the magnitude assessment of single heatwave events over131

a season, while the other three jointly consider all the days characterized by a heatwave132

during an entire season. Below, the four indices are described in detail.133

2.3.1 HWMId134

The HWMId of Russo et al. (2015) is calculated as the sum, for a single point, of135

the daily magnitude index (Md) over each of the days composing a heatwave event. For136

computing Md, first anomalies of daily maximum temperatures for a given day d are com-137

puted with respect to the 25th percentile of yearly maxima over the reference period. Then,138

the anomalies are standardized by the interquartile range (IQR) of the yearly maxima139

of daily maximum temperatures over the reference period, allowing for a comparison of140

different points in space characterized by different interannual variability:141

Md(Td) =

{
Td−T30y25p

T30y75p−T30y25p
if Td > T30y25p

0 if Td ≤ T30y25p

}
(1)

where Td is the daily maximum temperature on day d of a heatwave, T30y25p and142

T30y75p are, respectively, the 25th and 75th percentile values of the time-series composed143

of 30-year yearly maxima of daily temperatures for the reference period 1961–1990.144

The methodology introduced by Russo et al. (2015) was designed for characteriz-145

ing heatwaves over Europe, where the annual maxima of daily temperatures generally146

occur in boreal summer. Here, considering almost the entire globe, it is important to ac-147

knowledge that over other areas yearly maxima might take place at different times of the148

year. Therefore, similarly to Russo et al. (2016), the presented analyses are conducted149

separately for each season of the year (e.g., June July August (JJA)). In order to include150

heatwaves that start in a season and finish in another, periods of five months are selected151

around each 3-month season for the definition of heatwaves, with an additional month152

at the beginning and at the end of their classical definition (e.g. May to September (MJ-153

JAS) for boreal summer). Then, to avoid counting single events twice, heatwaves are as-154
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signed to a specific season depending on the largest number of days they have in the three155

central months of each season.156

2.3.2 Cumulative Heat157

The cumulative heat defined in Perkins-Kirkpatrick and Lewis (2020) is given by158

the sum of the anomalies with respect to the threshold in daily maximum temperatures159

of section 2.2, over all days characterized by a heatwave in each of the seasons s of the160

considered study period:161

HEATcumys
=

nys∑
d=1

Td − Tr90d (2)

where y indicates the given year, d the heatwave day of a season, n the total num-162

ber of heatwave days in that season and Tr90d the 90th percentile threshold for a given163

day, as defined above.164

2.3.3 AVI165

The heatwave average intensity (AVI) of Perkins-Kirkpatrick and Lewis (2020) is166

the average temperature calculated over all the heatwave days of a season, for each year167

of the considered period:168

AV Iys
=

∑nys

d=1 Td

nys

(3)

where, similarly to equation 2, y and s are, respectively, the considered year and169

season, d the given day of a heatwave, and nys
the total number of heatwave days in that170

season.171

2.3.4 AVA172

The heatwave Average Anomalies (here referred to as AVA) index is derived from173

the study of Perkins-Kirkpatrick and Lewis (2020) and represents the average of the tem-174

perature anomalies with respect to the corresponding threshold, calculated over all the175

heatwave days of a given season:176

AV Ays
=

∑nys

d=1 Td − Tr90d
nys

(4)

where, again, y and s are, respectively, the considered year and season, d is the given177

heatwave day and nys
the total number of heatwave days in that season.178

3 Results179

Prior to the comparison of the considered indices applied to daily temperature max-180

ima derived from ERA5-Land, an evaluation of ERA5-Land against BE and JRA-55 is181

conducted in terms of the interannual variability of seasonal maxima of the target vari-182

able for each grid point of the domain. This allows us to better understand where the183

data can be considered more reliable for the estimation of the most intense heatwaves184

of a given period.185

Fig. 1 shows global maps of the Spearman rank correlation calculated over each186

grid point of the domain at a 1°longitude × 1°latitude spatial resolution, between the187
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Figure 1. Spearman correlation calculated for the amplitude of the seasonal maxima of daily

maximum temperatures between ERA5-Land and Berkeley Earth, over the period 1950-2021,

at 1×1°resolution. The correlation is calculated for each season separately (from top to bottom:

JJA, DJF, SON and MAM).

time-series of seasonal maxima of daily maximum temperatures derived from ERA5-Land188

and BE, for all four seasons of a year. In all seasons, the two datasets show a good agree-189

ment in terms of the considered variable between 30°N and 65 °N, while the agreement190

between the datasets in the continental Southern Hemisphere is lower. For the tropical191

regions of South America and Africa, even negative correlations are evident in some cases192

between the two datasets. Regions characterized by complex topography, such as Green-193

land, Antarctica and the Tibetan plateau, also show very low correlation between ERA5-194

Land and BE, with values generally lower than +0.2 for all seasons. Northern North Amer-195

ica exhibits a remarkably low correlation (below +0.5) in DJF. Also, Western Australia196

shows a lower correlation in DJF and SON than in the other seasons. The same anal-197

yses conducted between ERA-Land and JRA-55 produce similar results, with Africa, South198

America and Antarctica presenting correlations lower than 0.5 for almost all grid points,199

and in all seasons (see supplements, Fig. S1). This agrees with findings comparing global200

daily maximum temperatures from ERA5 against JRA-55 (Thompson et al., 2022).201

In a next step, daily maximum temperatures from the ERA5-Land dataset at a spa-202

tial resolution of 0.25°longitude × 0.25°latitude are used to determine the most intense203

heatwaves of the period 1950-2021 and the year in which they occur, according to the204
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four indices defined in section 2.3. The goal is to investigate whether and how the de-205

tection of the most extreme events changes when considering different metrics. Fig. 2206

shows the maximum values of the four given indices, for each season separately, over the207

period 1950-2021. The points for which the correlation between seasonal maxima of daily208

maximum temperatures calculated between ERA5-Land and BE is lower than +0.5 are209

shaded in gray. Fig. 2 illustrates how the AVI has a completely different pattern of the210

maxima with respect to the other indices. This is due to the fact that the AVI consid-211

ers absolute temperatures: for this index it is not possible to properly compare extremes212

over regions characterized by different seasonal cycles (also relevant for heatwave pre-213

diction (De Perez et al., 2018)). Considering the indices based on temperature anoma-214

lies, the AVA, relying on temporal averages, has a different pattern of the maxima with215

respect to the two other indices (i.e., HWMId and HEATcum). In particular, the HWMId216

and HEATcum show maximum values over corresponding areas, in all seasons, except217

for SON when HEATcum shows much larger values over the high northern latitudes. In218

general, more pronounced maxima are evident over the higher latitudes of the North-219

ern Hemisphere for HEATcum than for HWMId. This is true also when considering the220

HWMId calculated over all the heatwave days of a season, as for HEATcum (see sup-221

plements, Fig. S2), confirming that these differences are due to the consideration of stan-222

dardized values of the anomalies for the HWMId. In JJA, HWMId and HEATcum both223

have some of their highest values over Western Russia, which can be associated with the224

extreme summer heatwave of 2010 (Russo et al., 2014, 2015). On the other hand, in JJA225

values of AVA over this region are not very pronounced and other areas show consider-226

ably larger values in terms of the defined metric. This behavior is noticeable also when227

considering the extreme values of HWMId and HEATcum for Central Africa and South228

America, in JJA, SON and MAM (where ERA5-Land exhibits a strong disagreement with229

respect to the other datasets): these anomalous events almost disappear in the case of230

AVA.231

Another interesting way to look at possible differences arising from the application232

of the different metrics is by considering the years when the corresponding event with233

maximum magnitude occurs over the period 1950-2021. A very important result evident234

from Fig. 3 is that while the maps of the year when the maxima in the given metrics oc-235

cur are pretty similar in the case of HWMId and HEATcum, the AVI and AVA show a236

very different spatial distribution. While for the first two indices (shown in the first two237

columns), for more than 70% of the land areas the most intense heatwave event occurs238

during the last 36 years of the considered period, in the other two more than 50% of the239

most extreme events take place before the year 1986. In particular, the differences be-240

tween AVA and HEATcum are considerably larger than the differences between HWMId241

and HEATcum in all cases, even though HWMId is not only based on standardized anoma-242

lies, but it also considers cumulative values over single events instead of an entire sea-243

son. Hence, the conclusions on the most intense events and the years in which they oc-244

cur that can be drawn from the two groups of indices are substantially different. This245

demonstrates that metrics assessing heatwave intensity based either on temporal means246

or cumulative values cannot be used indiscriminately.247

Finally, the trends in the intensity of single heatwave events are investigated over248

the entire period 1950-2021. The HWMId allows us to calculate heatwave intensity for249

single events, while at the same time providing a standardized measure useful for the com-250

parison across time and space. Hence, for the next analysis, the HWMId of single heat-251

wave events over the period 1950-2021 is calculated for selected subregions of the North-252

ern Hemisphere, namely Central North America (CNA), Europe (EUR) and Northern253

Asia (NAS, see supplements, Fig. S3), for which the ERA5-Land shows a better agree-254

ment with other datasets in terms of the interannual variability of daily maximum tem-255

peratures. Over each of these regions, for each season, the changes in the number of very256

extreme events and their intensities between two periods of 36 years (hereafter referred257

to as Early Period (EP) and Late Period (LP), respectively), the first starting in 1950258
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Figure 2. From top to bottom, maximum values of JJA, DJF, SON and MAM for (from left

to right) HWMId, HEATcum, AVI and AVA, applied to ERA5-Land daily maximum tempera-

tures over the period 1950-2021.
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Figure 3. Year when the maximum values of, from left to right, HWMId, HEATcum, AVI

and AVA occur over the period 1950-2021, according to ERA5-Land daily maximum tempera-

tures. From top to bottom, the seasonal values derived for JJA, DJF, SON and MAM are shown.
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and the second in 1986 (except DJF where periods of 35 years are considered, starting259

in 1952 and 1987, respectively) are investigated. A heatwave event is considered as very260

extreme when its corresponding HWMId value is larger than the 99.9th percentile of the261

values calculated for all the points of the considered subdomain over the period 1950-262

1985.263

Fig. 4 shows the number of very extreme heatwaves for different values of HWMId,264

for all seasons and considered regions. In general, a higher number and more intense ex-265

treme heatwaves are evident over the period 1986-2021 compared to 1950-1985, in all sea-266

sons and regions. In CNA, the maximum intensities are higher during LP than in EP,267

for all seasons, up to almost two times in JJA. The number of very extreme events also268

strongly increases in this region during LP compared to EP, up to almost four times more269

in MAM. In CNA, during LP, only a small number of events exceeds the maximum in-270

tensity of heatwaves during EP, for a maximum number of 118 times in JJA. In NAS,271

the maximum intensities are also more pronounced during the most recent of the two272

periods, for all seasons, with values up to more than three times higher in JJA. For NAS273

the number of very extreme events increases by more than a factor of two over LP, in274

all seasons, with an exceptional increase by a factor greater than five in DJF and JJA.275

For the same region, during LP, a large amount of events exceeds the highest intensity276

of EP, for a maximum of 262 times in DJF and 599 in JJA. The largest changes between277

the two periods in both the number of events and their maximum magnitudes are ev-278

ident for Europe, in particular in JJA, DJF and MAM. Here an event considered very279

extreme during EP occurs at least four times more often during the most recent period280

in JJA and MAM, and more than ten times more often in DJF. The maximum HWMId281

value registered over the two periods for EUR is almost the same in SON, approximately282

twice in DJF and up to three times more in MAM and JJA during recent times. Addi-283

tionally, for EUR, in an exceptionally high number of cases the maximum intensity of284

the period 1950-1985 is exceeded during the most recent period, up to 761 times in DJF285

and almost 2000 times in JJA.286

4 Conclusions287

Several studies have called for a more unified definition and assessment of heatwave288

characteristics. Nonetheless, a plethora of different approaches is still employed for the289

study of heatwaves. In particular, concerning heatwave intensity, metrics based on cu-290

mulative or averaged values of a target variable are often used indiscriminately.291

The results presented in this study show that the selection of metrics for the as-292

sessment of heatwave intensities needs extreme caution: the year and spatial distribu-293

tion of the most intense events over the period 1950-2021, as calculated from daily max-294

imum temperatures from the ERA5-Land reanalysis, change remarkably when consid-295

ering four different indices belonging to two families of metrics, one based on temporal296

averages and the other on cumulative values. The use of metrics based on cumulative297

values should be preferred over the ones relying on temporal averages since, as already298

suggested by Russo et al. (2014), assessing intensity through averaged values does not299

allow for an unequivocal comparison of the magnitude of events with differing length.300

One simple example that could help in clarifying this point further is by considering two301

different heatwaves, the first one, HW1, lasting three days and the second, HW2, last-302

ing four days. Supposing that HW1 has a value of the anomalies for each of the three303

heatwave days of +3°C, and HW2 has a value of the anomalies of +3°C for three heat-304

wave days and of 2°C for the fourth one, when considering the average value of the anoma-305

lies the event HW1 will misleadingly be considered more intense than HW2. An addi-306

tional important consideration on the reason to prefer cumulative values over averaged307

ones in the computation of heatwaves intensity is that, from an impact point of view,308

it is important to assess accumulated excess heat experienced over a given period of time309

(Perkins-Kirkpatrick & Lewis, 2020).310
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Figure 4. Number of heatwaves with intensities higher than the 99.9th percentile of HWMId

calculated from ERA5-Land over the period 1950-1985, for Central North America (CNA),

Northern Asia (NAS) and Northern Europe (NEU). From top to bottom, results for, respectively,

JJA, DJF, SON and MAM, are represented through light blue bars for the period 1950-1985 and

in purple for the period 1986-2021. The regions where the bars for both periods overlap are high-

lighted in darker purple.
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The presented analyses additionally include, for the first time, an evaluation of ERA5-311

Land in terms of the interannual variability of seasonal maxima of daily maximum tem-312

peratures against the Berkeley Earth gridded observations and the JRA-55 reanalysis313

product, at a global scale. For all seasons, over a large part of the Southern Hemisphere,314

ERA5-Land exhibits correlations against the other datasets lower than 0.5, and in some315

cases even negative values. The areas for which ERA5-Land is in better agreement with316

the other two datasets, in all seasons, are Europe, Central North America and North-317

ern Asia.318

For these three regions where ERA5-Land is in better agreement with the other319

datasets, a grid-point-based analysis of the trends of heatwaves over the distinct peri-320

ods 1950-1985 and 1986-2021 is performed, considering a cumulative index for heatwave321

intensity based on standardized anomalies of maximum daily temperatures. In many of322

the considered seasons and regions there is a clear increase in the number and intensity323

of heatwaves over the recent years 1986-2021, compared to what was considered very ex-324

treme during the period 1950-1985. Europe is the area where the most pronounced changes325

between the two periods emerge, with the total number of very extreme events increas-326

ing more than ten-fold in boreal winter, and the maximum intensity reaching values up327

to three times higher in summer during the most recent times: what was virtually im-328

possible during the period 1950-1985 has become more common and extreme in the suc-329

cessive 36 years.330

This study sets the basis for a more unified use of metrics for the calculation of heat-331

wave intensity, at the same time providing an analysis of the trends in the number and332

intensity of very extreme events over the period from 1950 to 2021, for selected regions,333

revealing exceptionally severe changes in heatwaves.334

5 Open Research335

5.1 Data Availability Statement336

The ERA5-Land hourly near surface temperature data used for the computation337

of the different heatwave indices proposed in the study are available at the ECMWF Coper-338

nicus Climate Change Service (C3S) Climate Data Store (CDS) via https://doi.org/339

10.24381/cds.e2161bac. The Berkeley-Earth gridded daily maximum temperature ob-340

servational data are available at http://berkeleyearth.org/data/. 6-hourly JRA-55 near-341

surface temperature data are available at the Research Data Archive of the National Cen-342

ter for Atmospheric Research, Computational and Information Systems Laboratory, via343

ds628.0|DOI:10.5065/D6HH6H41.344
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Figure S1. Spearman correlation calculated on seasonal maxima of daily temperature maxi-

mum derived from the ERA5-Land and the JRA-55 reanalysis dataset, over the period 1950-2021,

at 1 × 1°resolution. The correlation is calculated for each season, considering only the given 3

months, separately. From top to bottom, the obtained results for, respectively, JJA, DJF, SON

and MAM, are shown.
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Figure S2. Maximum values of JJA HWMId calculated from ERA5-land daily maximum tem-

peratures at high spatial resolution, over the period 1950-2021, but considering all the heatwave

days of a season.
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Figure S3. Domain Decomposition.
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Table S1. Intensity indices definition.

INDEX Definition Description

HWMId
nHW∑
d=1

Md(Td) Sum of anomalies of
daily maximum temperatures for a given day d
of a heatwave, standardized following eq. ??

HEATcum
ny∑
d=1

Td − Tr90d Sum of anomalies of daily maximum temperatures
calculated over all the heatwave days of a given season.

AVI

∑ny

d=1 Td

ny

Mean value of daily maximum temperatures
calculated over all heatwave days of a season.

AVA

∑ny

d=1 Td − Tr90d
ny

Mean Value of the anomalies of daily maximum temperatures
calculated over all heatwave days of a given season.
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